ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
. In this paper we present a generalized form of those structures, applicable to representation of a wide range of discrete systems including finite-state machines, Petri nets, and inhibitor nets.
THOMAS L. MOELLER AND JAIME MILSTEIN
Starting with finite sets and well-defined mappings, we develop an abelian monoid and a commutative ring whose elements can be associated with discrete systems. General expressions for elements of these structure are given, and conditions under which representations of systems are valid are established. The representations are shown to be unique in the sense that any two systems with different behavior map into distinct elements of the algebraic structure.
Specialization of the structures to the representation of finite-state machines, Petri nets, and inhibitor nets is accomplished. Examples for each of the three systems which illustrate specific are given in terms of elements of both the ring structures.
PRELIMINARIES properties of the representations abelian monoid and commutative
Denote the ring of integers by Z, the set of positive integers by Z+, and the set of nonnegative integers by N. Define the finite index set Jk (which will be used throughout this article), for any k E Zf, as Jk = 11, . . . , k), and Jo as the null set 0. We next define certain sets and functions that are essential for our theory.
These sets are the building blocks for constructing mappings to algebraic structures that we define in later sections.
The Sets !P and !ff
Let E be an arbitrary finite, nonempty set enumerated by E = {5i>, . . , El} with lE\ = 1, 1 E Z+. Then Next define qM according to Equation (11, V,, according to Equation (2>, and TM according to Equation (3), each with m = 2, E = Z,,, and Y = Y. as given by Equation (4). Then L E T.&t, since the set Y,, is finite, E,, is L,, L,) represents the finite-state machine (Q, C, A, 6, A) with L, and L, interpreted as follows: The arrival of input xi, when the machine is in state qk, is indicated by L,(rio, yj) = 1 and Li(qk,, yj) = 1 for some yj E Y,, with L,(t, yj> = 0 for all other 5 E ;a.
The corresponding next state is indicated by L2( 6( xi,, qk,) , yj) = 1, with the output of the finite-state machine indicated by L, (A( xi,, qk,) , yj) = 1, and with L2([, yj) = 0 for all other 5 E 8,. An example finite-state machine is given by the 5-tuple (Q, Z,, A, 6, A) with Q = {9i, 92}, z = IX,, X2, x,1, A = {z,, z,}, the map S defined in Table 1 , and the map A defined in Table 2 . Then using 8, = Q U Z U A-Y,, = { yi, . . . , y,}, R = 6, we can form the set @M. Then an element L E qM can be associated with this finite-state machine where L = (L,, L,) with L,, L, E NEoxYo given according to Equations (5) and (6) and specified in Table 3 . The entries of Table 3 are interpreted as L, ([, y): L&t, y) , with empty entries taken as 0 : 0. 
Petri Nets
A Petri net is defined as a 4-tuple ( P, T, D,, D,) where P and T are finite, disjoint sets, and D,, D, E Npx T. Elements of P are termed places, and elements of T are termed transitions. Also associated with every Petri net is a mapping p E NP termed a mm-king for the net. Execution of a Petri net is defined in terms of changes to the marking function as defined below.
The three basic concepts of Petri nets are given in terms of the above sets and mappings as follows:
(1) Given a Petri net (P, T, D,. De) with marking F E NP, the transition ti E T is said to be enabled if p( 11) > Dl( p, t,) for every p E P.
(2) Given a Petri net (P, T, D,, Dn> with marking p E NP, an enabled transition tj E T j&-es by generating a new marking p' E NP for the net determined by p'( p) = p(p) -Dl( ~1, tj) + Dz( P> '1) vp E P.
(3) A given Petri net (P, T, D,, D2) with initial marking p" E NP is said to execute by sequentially firing enabled transitions for as long as there is at least one enabled transition. 
2.4.

Inhibitor Nets
An inhibitor net is defined as a 5-tuple (P, T, B,, B,, B3) where P and T are finite, disjoint sets of places and transitions respectively (similar to Petri nets) and B,, B,, B, E Npx?'. The mappings B, and B, satisfy B,(p, t)B,(p, t> = 0 for every (p, t> E P X T.
The three basic concepts of Petri nets are modified for inhibitor nets and given in terms of the above sets and mappings as follows:
(1) Given an inhibitor net (P, T, B,, B, Next define *I according to Equation (l), Vy according to Equation (2).
and +r according to Equation (3), all assuming m = 3, B = P, and Y = T.
Let B E flfzlNPXT with B = (B,, B,, B,) , where B,, B,, B,? E N""' satisfy the constraint B,( p, t)B,( p, t) = 0 for every ( p, t) E P X 'l'. Analogous to the Petri net case, assume T # 0. Since P n T = 0 by definition, then we have B E qI. Further, assume that for every f E T there exists PCI E P and i, E {1,2, 3} such that B,,$p,, t) f 0. Then V, f 0 for even t E T. Therefore B E +I.
The above assumptions imply that all inhibitor nets represented b\r M elements of ?, must have at least one transition, and have no i.coZnterl transitions, as was the case for Petri nets. In what follows we define a monoid 6" and an abelian monoid fP/E with its canonical map r.
3.1.
The Free Monoid h* Let E be the arbitrary finite, nonempty set as in Section 2.1. Let N" be the multiplicative abelian monoid of maps from B to N, with multiplication given for any yi,' y2 E N' by The unit element of N" is given by the zero map on B, and is denoted by e.
For any 5 E Z and k E Z+, let tk denote the mapping in N" whose value at 5 is k and value at any J, E 5, rC, # 5, is zero. Then any I_L E N' can be uniquely expressed as a product where the product is taken over those elements of 5 for which ~(0 f 0.
Such a product will be called a primitive monomial expression for p as in
ml.
We next define an algebraic structure that will be the foundation of everything that follows.
Let m be a positive integer, and define fl to be the abelian monoid formed by the direct product of the multiplicative abelian monoid N" with itself m times; i.e., fl=fiN"
i=l with unit element given by the m-tuple e = (e, . . . , e), where e is the unit element of N'. Let d be the set given by ITi. = s1 -ie). Let A* denote the free monoid of all finite sequences of elements of R with concatenation as its binary operation. We shall call elements of 6* strings. The set fi* can be written as fi* = {h E fiZ+ Isupp( h) = J,, for some n E IV},
where supp(h) = J,, is the support set for h, i.e.,
Further, the binary operation for 6* is defined for any strings g, h E Cl* by
The unit element of A* is given by E, with e(i) = e for every i E Z+. We call E the empty string.
We express h E b* in sequence notation as h = (h ,,..., h,,e ,...)
where hJ E fi, with hj = h(j), j = 1,. . . , n, and e is the unit element of R.
Note that the hj, j = 1, . . . . n, need not be distinct. 
It is easy to show that E is an equivalence relation.
For h E fi*, the equivalence class of h is denoted [h] and is given by
The quotient set of 6* by E is denoted by fi*/E and given by
The canonical map of 6* on its quotient by E, rr : fi* -+ fl*/E, is given by r(h) = PI Vh E 6*. where hij E N", i = 1,. . . , m, j = 1,. . . , n, are given by where the notation hij = Hi(*, yj> indicates that the first component is to be taken as an independent variable. Note that it is necessary for H to be an element of @ to guarantee that hj # e for j = 1,. . . , n.
We next give properties of the abelian monoid fi*/E that will allow expressing v(H) in a succinct form.
Properties of l?*/E
Let f : A + B be a map, and B' a subset of B. We denote the inverse image of B' by f-'( B'), i.e., the subset of A consisting of all x E A such that f(x) E B'.
Let A' be a subset of A. We denote the image of A' under f by f(A), i.e., the subset of B consisting of all b E B such that b =f<u> for some a E A'. Note that f(A) = Im f. 
DEFINITION (The equivalence_kemel E,).
Let E, denote the equivalence kernel of the mapping_ v : T + h*/E defined previously; i.el, E, is the equivalence relation on 9 X q defined such that for H, H' E q, then 
(H, H') E E, if and only if v(H) = v(H').
PROPOSITION 2. E, = R.
Proof.
Let This implies from the definition of mapping v that hj = h>(j), j = l,...,n.
Then by definition of the equivalence relation E we have (h, h') E E. Further, by definition of the equivalence kernel E,, we have (H, H') E E,.
Thus R c E,.
Conversely, assume (H, H') E E,. This implies v(H) = v(H'). Let [h],[h'] E fi*/E b e such that v(H) = [h] and v(H') = [RI. Since v(H) = v(H'), we have h E [h'] and h' E [h]. Thus (h, h') E E, which implies
there exists a bijection CT : J,, -+ J,, such that We shall write u as j c) kj, j = 1,. . . , n. Thus r is given by T( Yj> = Yi,T j = l,...,n, and is a bijection, since g is a hijection. This implies (H, H') E R. Thus E, c R. Therefore E, = R. ??
Monoid Representation of Finite-State Machines
Let Cl, be the abelian monoid formed by the direct product of Equation (7) with m = 2, and s = E,, where zO = Q U x U A as defined in Section Let R,. be the abelian monoid formed by the direct product (7) with nl = 2, and E = P, where P is the place set for Petri nets from Section 2.3:
Further, define E, Liii,, and 6*,/E as in Section 3.2, and v as in Section 3.3. For Petri nets, the equivalence classes with respect to equivalence relation R of Section 3.5 form collections of nets with identical behavior. From Proposition 2 all Petri nets written as elements of @,Y having the same behavior will map under v to the same element of 6*,/E. and k, = k, = k, = 1 and k, = 2. This primitive monomial is expanded to obtain an abelian monoid representation of the Petri net of Example 2 given bY 3.8.
Monoid Representation of Inhibitor Nets
Let 0, be the abelian monoid formed by the direct product of Equation (7) with m = 3, and E = P, where P is the place set for inhibitor nets from Section 2.4: Note that the two identical columns in Table 5 Let cp : fi -+ N (') be the injective mapping
THEOREM 2. 6*/E z N'"',
We first prove two lemmas.
LEMMA 2. Every element of fi*/E can be written uniquely as a finite produd of elements of Im p. Using Lemma 3, a similar argument implies p is also a universal object in C. Then_ we can write the morphism from p to p taking f * = q* and M = NC"', i.e., 'p* : fi*/E -+ N cn), is the unique monoid homomorphism given for every primitive monomial w,"l .*a w,"r of fi*/E by P* ,Ijw/' = i: ki'P(wi).
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Since p and q are both universal objects in the ,same category, then by uniqueness of universals, the morphism from Al. to p given by qo* is an isomorphism. Therefore 6*/E is isomorphic to N(o). ??
, The Commutative Ring Z(")
In what follows we introduce the desired commutative ring and the appropriate mappings.
For any mapping 5 : s1 + Z denote the support set of 5 by supp( 5 ). Let Zen) be the set of all mappings from R to Z that are zero almost everywhere;
i.e.,
Define addition and multiplication for any <r, c2 E Z(O) for every w E fl by ( 4-1 + L?>(w) = 51(w) + 52(w) 7
Then Z(') together with these addition and multiplication operations constitute an entire ring, which we call the R-algebra over Z. by K= Lo(p*, where q* is the unique monoid homomorphism given in the proof to Theorem 2. Using the definitions of L, cp, and 'p.+ , we obtain = k ki X(w,) i=l (24) for every primitive monomial WV:' *e* w,"r of b*/E. COROLLARY 1. K is an injective map.
Proof.
Since L is an injection by definition, and q.+ is an isomorphism by Theorem 2, then K is an injection. H Corollary 1 implies that distinct elements of fi*/E are mapped by K into distinct elements of the ring Z(o).
We can now map any element of 3! to Z (") bv invoking the mappings v 
q(i) if i E gp'({w,}).
It is clear that cr is bijective, since each TV, I = 1,. . . , T, is bijective.
Therefore, (g, h) E E. Next, assume (g, h) E E. We prove that Im g = Im h and lg-l({w))l = Ih-'((w})l VW E 6.
By definition of A*, (g, h) E E implies 63) Isupp(g)l = Isupp(h)l = n, n E Z+; Similarly, if u E Im g, u z e, then there exists j, E Jn such that g(j,) = U. Also, we have u = h (u-'(j,,) ). Thus, u E Im h, so Im g C Im h. 
